A Return to Our Spiritual Path

Free Will: by Balance Toe descendant of the Picuris Nation, 2013
The vision I was given and raised “Rainbow Sect of the Picuris Nation tradition” with is a mass
energy of all dimensions of the creators light and the ability to cross over on a spiritual level (33
levels till mastery” utilizing our rainbow bridges of experience and at the same time knowing our
planet was only created for free will; so the planet is colored in a lotus of three colors meaning:
A white lotus flower refers to purity of the mind and the spirit. If a lotus flower is red, it refers to
compassion and love. The blue lotus flower refers to the common sense; it uses wisdom and
logic to create enlightenment.
We have or own ability to choose and there is no such thing as sin, just a uneven balance of light
within each of us... which we choose light or darkness on a free will basis. The darkness behind
the planet is the balance needed to maintain harmony with the light.
The bridges go under and over into dimensions and the two others go where you determine either
by flesh or by spirit.
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Re-Seeding A Nation: by Balance Toe descendant of the Picuris Nation, 2013
This vision is how the planet is today. The US is the place free will was to be maintained for
balance throughout the world. What has happened due to political correctness, greed and slavery
from CORPORATE GOVERNMENT along with the deceit has brought this once great Nation to
its knees. All Dark forces have been working together to destroy our founding fathers vision
guided by creators hand when the Constitution was written and signed by those who understood
free will philosophy which is simply this:
If no injury to another life or to property of another there is no reason for judgement,
incarceration or other extreme measures to keep the people down from experiencing the spiritual
journey which we all have made. We must now Re-Seed the country back to the original belief
for which it was created. This includes forgiveness on the highest form and to love one another
for simply being you. the corn signifies spiritual re-growth which comes from the medicine bag
of our indigenous or aboriginal beliefs. We will turn our flag from distress to a proud Nation
once again.
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Return to Creator: by Balance Toe descendant of the Picuris Nation, 2013
This is the understanding that we are all connected to the highest form of energy which is Creator
light located in the center of the painting, which we all are part of. This phrase is designed to
help you understand the wisdom of spiritual connection:
I am that I am, You are You, Together We are We, for which I am that I am!
I am that I am; is Creator /You are You; is creator giving us free will and acceptance for our own
spiritual growth / Together We are We; is all are connected to Creator Light / for which I am that
I am; is the joy of knowing we are experiencing all living creatures, plants, water, minerals etc.
to the joyous of spiritual pleasure.
The orbs of darkness on the outside of the box are individuals of dark beliefs which are unable to
have light due to the closed walls of religious and non-religious barriers. Once you enter the
square, your open door, which only you can decide, then you have the ability to keep spiritual
light in all colors and change the darkness from within the flesh to spiritual light of the rainbow.
We all will return to creator light, only after we have learned all we are meant to experience,
which is infinite to a degree. The background spinning in a counter clockwise motion allows the
purest of energy to exist in feminine energy.
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